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ABSTRACT
The paper presents COMB, a tool to improve accuracy and efficiency
of software engineering tasks that hinge on computing all relevant
program behaviors. Computing all behaviors and selecting the
relevant ones is computationally intractable. COMB uses Projected
Control Graph (PCG) abstraction to derive the relevant behaviors
directly and efficiently. The PCG is important as the number of
behaviors relevant to a task is often significantly smaller than the
totality of behaviors.
COMB provides extensive capabilities for program comprehension, analysis, and verification. We present a basic case study and
a Linux verification study to demonstrate various capabilities of
COMB and the addressed challenges. COMB is designed to support
multiple programming languages. We demonstrate it for C and Java.
Video url: https://youtu.be/YoOJ7avBIdk

CCS CONCEPTS

Figure 1: A DBZ vulnerability

• Security and privacy → Software and application security;
• Software and its engineering → Software verification and
validation;

expression of program statements along a path. In this simple example without loops, each trace is a sequence of statements. There
are six behaviors and their corresponding traces are: (B1) 8, 9, 10,
11, 15, 18, 19, 24; (B2) 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 24; (B3) 8, 9, 10, 11,
15, 16, 17, 24; (B4) 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 24; (B5) 8, 9, 10, 11, 21,
22, 24; (B6) 8, 9, 12, 13, 21, 22, 24. The first two traces exhibit the
vulnerability.
Verifying any vulnerability poses two challenges: (1) computing
the vulnerable behaviors out of all behaviors and, (2) path feasibility,
i.e., checking feasibility of CF paths for the vulnerable behaviors.
The large number of behaviors (2n behaviors for n non-nested IF
conditions) make the problem computationally intractable. The path
feasibility problem is equivalent to the satisfiability problem [5].
An efficient algorithm must compute the vulnerable behaviors
without computing all the behaviors. A closer inspection reveals
that multiple behaviors can be grouped so that each group correspond to a unique relevant behavior defined by a sub-trace that
retains only the relevant statements and conditions. The relevant
statements for the DBZ vulnerability are: 9, 19, 22, and 24. The
relevant behaviors are: (RB1) 9, 15, 18, 19, 24; (RB2) 9, 15, 16, 24;
(RB3) 9, 21, 22, 24 with the grouping: RB1: {B1, B2}, RB2: {B3, B4},
RB3: {B5, B6}. Note if(C1) is irrelevant because taking the true and
false branches produce the same relevant behaviors.
COMB uses the PCG abstraction [9] to compute the relevant
behaviors directly and efficiently. The abstraction amounts to an
efficient way to form the equivalence classes of behaviors to yield
relevant behaviors. The Control Flow Graph (CFG) fuses together
multiple facets of the program logic. Unlike the CFG, the PCG
distills the behaviors for a particular facet of the program logic. The
CFG and its corresponding PCG for the DBZ example are shown in
Figure 2. As borne out by the case studies, the use of the PCG can
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INTRODUCTION

Many software engineering tasks require analysis and verification
of all program behaviors relevant to the task. For example, all
relevant behaviors must be analyzed to verify software for safety
or security. We will describe COMB capabilities and underlying
ideas with the help of examples. Consider the problem of verifying
software for Division-By-Zero (DBZ) vulnerabilities. Line 24 of the
code in Figure 1 involves division by d, which must be checked for
a DBZ vulnerability.
As described in [10], each Control Flow (CF) path yields a behavior represented by the corresponding trace. Each trace is a regular
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Toy
toy.c
main

→ while (c1)

lock();

if (c2)

break;

unlock();

return 0; →

Figure 3: An illustrative example of loop behavior model.
The loop-back edge is marked with a cross.

With respect to this paper, key points about the PCG are:
• The PCG is obtained by transforming the corresponding
CFG. In all our studies, we have found the PCGs are often
much smaller than the corresponding CFGs. An extreme
example from the Linux verification study [9], the CFG for
client_common_fill_super has 1, 101 nodes, 1, 179 edges, and
249 branch nodes. The corresponding PCG has 15 nodes, 28
edges, and 13 branch nodes.
• Filtering out unnecessary details is important to facilitate
program comprehension. This is brought out in the demo by
an example of a Linux bug that is easily spotted using the
PCG.
• Relevant behaviors are derived by traversing the PCG paths.
The demo includes a utility to count and compare the number
of paths in a CFG and the corresponding PCG.

Figure 2: CFG and PCG for the DBZ vulnerability
circumvent the challenges of analyzing large number of paths and
path feasibility.
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COMB WORKFLOW

Using COMB involves the following steps:
(1) Use COMB to select the relevant statements within a function. The user may do so interactively by clicking on the
statements in the source code panel or by clicking on the corresponding CFG nodes from a previously constructed CFG.
Alternatively, the user can invoke an automated analyzer
(e.g., for the DBZ problem (Section 1), we use an analyzer
that computes the Use-Def (UD) chains). The demo shows
different ways of selecting relevant statements.
(2) Use COMB to compute the PCG based on the selected relevant statements. This can be done interactively through a
visual interface or programmatically by using an API.
(3) The user may use COMB to visualize PCGs for program comprehension. Alternatively, the user may invoke COMB APIs
to compute PCGs as a part of an automated analyzer (e.g., an
automated verification for the DBZ). The demo includes an
automated use of COMB from our safety verification study
on the Linux kernel. [9].
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3.1

Loop Behaviors Model

To compute behaviors in presence of loops, a model of loop behaviors is required as loops may iterate several times. Our loop
behavior model [10] is intended for a class of problems in which
the validity of safety or security properties does not depend on the
exact number of times the loop iterates. This model is motivated
by an empirical study of loops in open-source C and Java software
and the need for a practical approach to account for loop behaviors
to verify safety and security properties.
Let us illustrate the model with an example (Figure 3). Consider
the problem where a Lock must be followed by Unlock and it must not
be followed by another Lock. Consider a loop with Lock Unlock and a
break in between. The model yields three relevant behaviors with
traces: (1) (c1, L, c2, U )+ , (2) (c1, L, c2, U )∗c1, L, c2, break, (3) c1 with
L for Lock and U for Unlock. ci and ci denotes whether the condition
ci evaluates to true or false. The second behavior implies that the
property is violated. The model requires a unique entry for each
loop but allows multiple exits to account for break or return.

THE PCG ABSTRACTION

The PCG abstraction and an efficient algorithm to compute it are
originally described in our 2016 paper [10]. Figure 2 shows the PCG
for the DBZ vulnerability discussed in Section 1. User can choose a
layout algorithm and apply styling to suit their visualization needs.
Nodes for relevant statements are colored yellow and the True edges
from IF are colored white in Figure 2.
2
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COMB INFRASTRUCTURE

COMB provides an extensive infrastructure to support program
comprehension, analysis, and verification for which analyzing all
relevant behaviors is a crucial requirement.
Building this infrastructure from scratch would be a major engineering effort. Instead, we have designed COMB as an Atlas [1, 8]
plug-in to leverage its multi-language support, graph database,
query language, eXtensible Common Software Graph Schema (XCSG),
a variety of program analyzers, and interactive program graph visualization. COMB is written in Java and deployed as an Eclipse
plug-in, and so it can also leverage the Eclipse infrastructure. COMB
leverages the Eclipse and Atlas infrastructure for the following:
Visual interactions using program graphs or source code: This capability is used in COMB to select relevant statements by creating a CFG
and clicking on CFG nodes, synchronizing these selections with
creation and visualization of the corresponding PCG as it evolves
in response to selections. A similar capability is provided to select
relevant statements by clicking on the source code.

Figure 4: Example use of COMB infrastructure

Queries through the Atlas Shell: This capability is used in COMB in
two ways: (a) build a set of relevant statements using queries, and
(b) feed the PCG to a query to perform further analysis based on
the PCG.

5.1

Write Java programs with COMB APIs and Atlas Queries: This capability is used to build a verifier or analyzer that obtains the PCG
and operates on it for further processing.
Analyzers in Atlas: As discussed earlier, a number of analyzers
in Atlas can be used in COMB to select relevant statements. For
example, COMB uses a Atlas-based analyzer for detecting loops
based on the DLI algorithm [12]. The analyzer identifies all the
loop-back edges as shown in Figure 3.
XCSG Schema: XCSG provides support for multiple languages,
which provides a base for COMB to do the same. The video demonstrates COMB for C and Java.

5.2

Linux Verification Study

We designed a COMB-based automated analyzer to verify the lock/unlock pairing in the Linux kernel [9]. The study compared the
COMB-based verifier with the Berkeley Lazy Abstraction Software
Verification Tool (BLAST) [4], a top-rated tool in the software verification competition (SV-COMP) [2]. We summarize pertinent results
from the study and bring out some uses of COMB for verification.
The problem we have chosen is to verify the Lock/Unlock pairing on
all feasible behaviors. The study is based on three versions of the
Linux operating system with altogether 37 million lines of code
and 66, 609 Lock instances to be verified.
BLAST verifies 43, 766 (65.7)% of Lock instances as safe, and it
is inconclusive (crashes or times out) on 22, 843 instances. BLAST
does not find any unsafe instances. BLAST required 172 hours
and 56 minutes for its verification. The COMB-based automated
verification tool verifies 66, 151(99.3)% of Lock instances as safe, and
it is inconclusive on 451 instances. Seven unsafe instances found
through our study were reported as bugs to the Linux organization.
These were accepted and fixed. One of the bugs we found is an
instance that BLAST reported as a safe instance. COMB-based
verifier required 3 hours and 24 minutes.
In a landmark paper [7] on program verification and proofs
in mathematics, De Millo, Lipton and Perlis (the first recipient of
the Turing Award) argue that tools for program verification must

Graph Database: Atlas uses attributed graphs [8] for representing
program semantics. An analyzer can use the Atlas tagging mechanism to add attributes to nodes and edges of a program graph. The
tagging has multiple uses including its use for analyses to communicate with each other. As an example, we use the loop-detection
analyzer to compute and tag the loop-back edges (Figure 3). These
loop-back edges are then used by another analyzer to create an
acyclic graph to compute the paths corresponding to relevant behaviors.
Figure 4 shows an example of how the COMB infrastructure can
be used. The function defined on line 22 is an analyzer written in
Java, using COMB APIs and Atlas queries. This analyzer is used
to find the matching unlock calls corresponding to a lock call. It is
invoked on line 16 and the result is used by the COMB infrastructure
on line 18 to compute the PCG. This PCG can then be used to verify
whether a lock call has a matching unlock call on all relevant paths.
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DBZ Study

This basic study illustrates a variety of user interactions to: (a) select relevant statements, (b) compute the PCG, (c) use the PCG
for further analysis. It brings out the basic concepts of relevant
behaviors, traces to represent behaviors, and relevant conditions
for behavior feasibility check.
The underlying code (Figure 1) is small and simple so that a user
can manually check the results produced by the tool. As shown
in Figure 2, the total number of behaviors is six. The number of
relevant behaviors is three. One behavior depicts the vulnerability.
Two conditions out of three are relevant for the feasibility of the
vulnerability.

COMB CASE STUDIES

We present two case studies to demonstrate COMB: (1) a simple
example of DBZ and, (2) the Linux verification study to illustrate
its use on real-world software.
3

Figure 6: PCG for an unsafe Lock
Figure 5: PCG retaining results of inter-procedural analysis
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provide evidence to support verification. With the growing need for
software assurance for mission-critical systems, there is renewed
interest in automated verification with evidence [3]. The bugs we
have found in the results of automated verification substantiate the
argument for evidence.
The COMB-based verification tool produces supporting evidence.
The evidence includes the CFG and the PCG for each analyzed
function. Overall, PCGs are smaller than corresponding CFGs. For
the Linux version 3.19-rc1, the average CFG to PCG reduction is
73.4% for the number of nodes and 75.5% for the number of edges.
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A Linux Bug: This is an example for which BLAST cannot complete the verification. but the PCG reveals a bug. Figure 6 shows
the PCG for the function toshsd_thread_irq that has calls to Lock and
Unlock. The CFG for this function is complex with 8 branch nodes
and multiple loops. PCG simplifies the path feasibility check. The
PCG for the function toshsd_thread_irq shows a path on which the
Lock is not followed by an Unlock. Using the two relevant conditions
shown by the PCG, it can be checked that the vulnerable path is
feasible. This bug was reported to the Linux organization and it
was fixed.
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CONCLUSION

Analyzing each relevant behavior individually is important for accuracy, but that is often not done because of the efficiency and
scalability hurdles posed. The PCG abstraction is useful to mitigate these hurdles when the the number of relevant behaviors is
significantly smaller than the totality of behaviors, which is often
true in practice. This is borne out by a Linux verification study [9].
The paper and the accompanying demonstration presents COMB, a
tool based on the PCG abstraction. We are using COMB in DARPA
Space/Time Analysis for Cybersecurity (STAC) project [6] to detect
Algorithmic Complexity and Side Channel vulnerabilities.

RELATED WORK

This demo paper is based on our recent work [9, 10]. For extensive
references to the literature on the challenges and approaches for
computing all relevant behaviors, we refer the readers to [10]. The
efficient algorithm to compute PCG abstraction is based on a graph
algorithm by Tarjan [11].
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